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Which way...? 

Which is... 
The most beautiful day? Today ~The faster road? The correct one - Mother Teresa of Calcutta 

May 2022 Tarot Spread  
A month that offers a passage away from difficult situations. 

During this month you will be driven to reach for material comfort. 
The separation of past and present will be the guide to help you consider your best choices. 
Look at the past. See what you learned from your mistakes to avoid them, and examine what can be 
brought forward to assist you in the future. 

Which is… 
The easiest thing? Making a mistake ~ The first necessity? Communicating - Mother Teresa of Calcutta 

Justice - She weighs motive, circumstance, and inner qualities. 
Everyone will get what he/she deserves according to their deeds and actions. 
Tip: A confusing situation or area needs to be put back in order. 
Be aware of the consequences of your decisions. See both sides of the issue, deliberating 
on which action to take, weighing all factors, benefits and liabilities.  

Pursue equilibrium in your life and manifestations. 

Which is… 
 The best gift? Forgiveness ~ The most beautiful distraction? Work - Mother Teresa of Calcutta 

 The Hangman - This is the moment to plan life in a new way. 
Tip: A new outlook can turn your life around. Keep what really matters and leave  
the rest behind. It is not the time to make a move. Wait for the appropriate moment, 
situation, or circumstance. 

Which is… 
 The stronger power? Faith ~The best protection? The smile 

The bigger obstacle? Fear ~ The most dangerous person? The liar - Mother Teresa of Calcutta 
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Guidance: Things have gotten better, you are on firmer ground now. 
There is a lot going on, but you will be able to manage. Be prepared for some struggles on the way. 
You have handled struggles such as this previously; you have the strength and the ability to defend  
your position. Hold on to what you believe. Income is coming from a second source, something reliable. 

The Moon – Rely on your intuition – Deception - Self-deception 
This is a card of caution and danger. You may be being taken advantage of or being misled. 
Be careful of information coming in because the truth may have been stretched intentionally. Also,  
check yourself for subconscious fears, something from the past that you have forgotten, but which affects 
your current life through actions inappropriate to your situation now. 
Tip: Emotion often creates chaos, feelings nurture the truth. Don't let emotion rule your feelings. 
To overcome emotional conflict, channel energies into creative outlets. Allow your intuitive powers  
to guide you. 

May 2022 Discounts - A reading to gain clarity, to contemplate opportunities  
and their possible outcomes, and to help you discern between your fears and reality. 
10% Off One 30-Minute Reading or More - $5 Off Gift Certificates (a unique gift for 
your loved ones) - $5 Off for Referrals (for you AND for the new person's first reading) 
After 3 referrals, you get a free 30-minute reading! 
 For appointments e-mail at Mystra Light 

Birthday Bonus 
Happy birthday to all of you born during this month! Simply mention your birthday 
when you book the appointment for 20% off on 30 minutes or more. And go  
to Consulting Tarot to check out the special birthday spreads. 

10% Off One Meditation Class 
Meditation is the tool that brings you clarity, inner peace, healing, creativity,  
and much more. I am currently doing person-to-person, individual coaching phone 
meditations. Go to information at Meditation 
Clases individuales de Meditación también disponibles en español, encontrarás 
más información en  Meditación. 

The Tower – Unexpected events – Disruption and rebuilding 
You will be juggling between repeating the same patterns from the past or considering new 
ways. Allow false assumptions to be replaced with truth. Refrain from repeating the same 
mistakes and drama patterns from the past.  

Never believe that life remains the same forever. 

Which is… 
The most pleasant feeling? Inner peace ~ The most beautiful thing in the world? Love  

Note: The quotes are from the last message of Mother Teresa of Calcutta. 

Wishing you a month to give yourself the opportunity to make the most of your life. - VC 
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